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TODAY’S WATCH
That which goes forth this day
shall live in the history of your
planet as a day of infamy beyond
any known.
Your President Bush has sentenced
to death thousands of your children
and you bow in his presence and
hail his name while you turn away
from God and all that is Godly.
May that same God have mercy
upon you ones and may your children pass into other dimensions
without leaving their curses upon
you as a nation and a people.
Your Zionist-controlled media has
announced in one breath that the
oil fields and oil drainage ditches
are fired and that Saddam has a
“scorched Earth” proclamation.
NO--and you can now prove for
yourselves the Truth of my words
and theirs. In the very next segment it is shown YOUR OWN
MILITARY
MEN
LOADING
NAPALM
CANNISTERS
ABOARD
AIRCRAFT
AND
MILITARY
YOUR
OWN
SPOKESMAN SAYING THAT
THE NAPALM “AT THIS TIME
IS ONLY USED BY THE
MARINES FOR FIRING THE
OIL-FILLED TRENCHES! ”
I
have given you great detail about
weapons and the way you start
crude-oil fires and set to flame oil
centers of crude is with napalm. It
is a heinous thing being done and
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the rewards of such destruction
shall be visited back upon the ones
who instigate such lies and destruction.
On the very night before withdrawal came the heaviest bombing
of a civilian city in history-Baghdad. Your own “Lips” says there
will be no cease-fire while Saddam’s troops pull out and move
back into Iraq. Then, someone tell
me why they would come out of
protection to be shot and bombed,
burned and slain?
Meanwhile--at the same conference
of announcing this heinous verdict
upon a world, the representative of
Thailand stands with the “Lips”
and announces a coup of overthrow
of the Thailand government setting
the government into the hands of a
Not democracy and
friends--A
MONARfreedom,
CHY. And there is jubilation and
congratulations in abundance.
I
care not who runs Thailand for
Thailand should decide--but what
is this double standard which you
foist off upon a world in confusion
and death throes?
Then the conference must end for
the “overworked” President has to
have his weekend holiday. Indeed
he does, to get his programming
refreshed and instruction-channels
corrected. The Zionists dare not
even leave the entity in the presence of the nation’s people for fear
he will be recognized for ,that
which he is; all social functions are
*1
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totally orchestrated and controlled
and you ones turn your heads and
bow to the serpent. You as a nation are ready to stain, forever,
your heavenly symbol, the flag,
with the blood of your prime generation and the yellow ribbons will
be soaked in the blood of your babies. And still, you ask God to
give you victory? You had better
look upon your world in gracious
gratitude every minute remaining
in the beauty of the cycles called
days for you have just limited them
unless sanity prevails on one side
or the other. There is great shame
upon the lands this day!
A.S.S.K.
Dharma, I am sorry to require that
you attend this subject one more
time and then we shall as,k ones to
do that which they will with further counterings from that center.
Again, I must respond to ;he many
who inquire in like manner to Mr.
Prust, author of the letter reprinted
herein. I must respond for it needs
no “defense” but, as in this case, a
man is humbly asking for insight
and honest inquiry compels response.
“14 Feb. 91
“Dear Ameriea West,
“I received from A.S.S.K. Vol 57,
“CALL TO ARMS”, which I’m
sending the page.
“Sister
#4

Thedra

claims

your

Sananda and Hatonn are frauds.
“Since I read this page, I’ve lost
faith in the material from Sister
Thedra and America West. How
can two groups claim authorship
from the same Sananda and Hatonn
and then Sister Thedra calls your
Sananda and Hatonn frauds?
“I’ve now lost faith in the integrity
of your material and in Sister Thedra. Now I don’t want to read
anything from either of your two
groups.
“Is there anything you can say to
restore my faith in your material?
If there is anything you can do to
help me please let me know.
“Sincerely, C.E. Prust.
***
Peace be unto you, son, for your
inquiry merits response and your
call is heard in the Truth and honor
in which you ask input.
I would answer with a question for
you: Is God selective to self-appointed “speakers” and the possession of ONE? Is TRUTH a plagiarisable commodity? “Because I tell
you Truth, does that make me less
your friend?“--or a fraud?
Because you ones petition unto
God for answers to serve you
through the most heinous time
upon a planet and He sends us to
give responses and instructions-does that make us servants of Caesar as accused?
Now to some facts, please. I care
not what ASSK claims nor disclaims--that is for your own inspection.
I do tell you this.
America West is a publishing company who publishes many books
and distributes dozens upon dozens
of books--NOT
ONLY THE
JOURNALS!
Ones at the location in Sedona
have not read more than two of the
pieces of documentation sent from
even this source--so how can any

pronounce “fraud” against God and
HIS HOSTS?? If you have not
partaken of the information how
can any pronounce judgment?
Dharma has scribed over 25 full
books on as many subjects and
four full volumes published of Expresses--that is a lot of material to
pronounce
such judgments
as
“fraud”!
You see, TRUTH IS
TRUTH
IS
TRUTH
AND
STANDS ALONE--INTO INFINITY--AND WE HAVE YET TO
HAVE ANYONE FIND A LIE IN
OUR PROJECTIONS UNTO THE
PUBLIC.
It is said these ones make great
amounts of money from the publications--nay, they have invested
thousands upon thousands of dollars into the ability for you ones to
have the Truth from our source-AND THEY REMAIN GREATLY
“IN-THE-HOLE” as you refer to
it--income does not begin to equal
the expenditures of such constant
publishing with great discounts in
pricing for ones from California,
Colorado, etc:, unto the East
Coast, New Zealand, South Africa
and Norway just to name a few.
Have you any imaginings of what
it costs to give unto the world-Truth?
These scribes, and
the only one--in
writes volumes of
Thomas--do
they
“Sananda”, also?
Christ, Aton belong

Dharma is not
fact, Sananda
work through
discount his
Does Sananda,
to some-ONE?

Group?
Two groups?
Perhaps
there is a group in Sedona. There
is no “group” in this place of publication. We have no gatherings
for pay or profit--just small meetings for instruction and work dispersement.
Further, we do not
force nor demand anyone do anything with the work--our commission is to put the WORD OF
GOD, AS INSTRUCTED,
TO
PAPER AND THAT, SIR, IS
EXACTLY THAT WHICH WE
DO.
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No one in this place claims to be
“priestess” or “only” or “honored
by secret mystery schools”.
In
God’s places there are no secret
mystical places--including mystery
schools.
God is not SECRET-God is Truth and Light and NONSECRET--for all to hold and share
and be from which attended--unto
the very tiny creature of the
winged, eight-legged, two-legged-even unto the tiny one-celled lifeform--which is all. There is no
wondrous physical prestige of
“Orders of Melchezidek or Emerald Crosses”--there are only humble servants striving to do their.
committed task of giving forth final
instructions for a time of chaos and
tribulation.
There are only the
willing hands who, hour after tedious back-breaking hour, put the
“untold” to paper so that the lies
behind the facade and veil can be
revealed in the light of openness.
If this be fraud, my friends--then
so be it and ye shall be required to
do your own discerning.
You ones do not bow unto GOD
and ask if there is going to be a
“great explosion” or “earthquake”
or “war’‘--you KNOW that there
will be such--YOU ASK GOD
WHAT TO DO WITH EVERYTHING
FROM
YOUR
FAVORITE MONEY HORDE TO
YOUR PRIVATE RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR MATE! HE
ATTEMPTS
TO
GIVE
RESPONSE AND YE MOST OFTEN HEAR IT NOT--so the time
is at hand where Truth must flow
to ALL and please note that the
ones most consistently and unceasingly
attacked
and called
frauds are the ones bringing forth
the Truth which is desired by the
dark brotherhood to be. silenced.
This scribe has literally been
KILLED on four occasions within
the past three years--THERE ARE
BULLET
HOLES IN THEIR
DWELLING--DOES
THIS
SOUND AS IF “FRAUDULENT”
MATERIAL
IS
SLIPPING
THROUGH THIS RESOURCE?
NO-ONE BOTHERS TO KICK A
#4

DEAD DOG, SIR.
God’s wondrous creation of Earth
stands on the brink of destruction
and ones quibble over “whose truth
is whose! ” Sir, Truth belongs to
If one would
no-one--noONE!
deny his brother from having Truth
to garner for self a “SPECIAL”
place or status--then that one loves
his brother very little indeed.
God always encourages you to
read, study and read some more-HE DOES NOT LIMIT ANYTHING THAT IS PUT TO
PRINT--READ,
READ, READ
AND THEN READ AGAIN-TRUTH WILL STAND THE
TESTING OF ALL TIME--INTO
INFINITY.
Further,
“OUR”
Sananda, Hatonn, Aton--will meet
personally, and have done so, with
these denouncers and the energies
who proclaim to be “THEIR“ special speakers. I find nothing further to say regarding the matter. If
you find no balance, I know not
what else to offer unto you, friend.
I would suggest you continue to
read BOTH and see for yourself
which gives that which ones ask of
God in response and that which repeats and repeats that which is of
the mysterious mystical projection.
I have nothing else to offer except
that which we share with all. I especially do not wish you to accept
any such thing as fact that
“Sananda” or “God” would be
claimed in Truth by anyone--SIR,
REACH OUT AND CLAIM GOD
FOR SELF!! FOR HE IS NOT
“OURS” OR “THEIRS’‘--GOD IS
YOURS! AND YE ARE HIS!
THAT, SIR, IS THE TRUTH
UPON WHICH TO STAND-NOTHING
LESSER
IS ACCEPTABLE.
Blessings be upon you for penning
your inquiry for you bless your
brother who has hesitated to write.
God holds ye all and sends we of
His Hosts to tend of the fragments
in these trying times and prepare a
place for His return and all the
lessons have been taken and given

in error and you are lost in the
chaos of the maze--without direction nor mapping for the journey.
We come with the map and the
WAYSHOWER for God has sent
us that you might know the way
home unto HIS prepared place for
you--no more and no less--GOD
KEEPS HIS PROMISES!
HE
HAS PROMISED THAT MAN
WOULD HAVE THE FINAL
TRUTH LAID FORTH AS THE
WORD--GOD B TRUTH; GOD
E
THE WORD AND NO
WORDS OF ANY MAN OR
WOMAN OF HUMAN FLESH
SHALL CHANGE ONE IOTA OF
THAT TRUTH. SO BE IT AND
SAALOME’
*****
Rest in peace, chela, for I hope,
too, that we shall not need attend
the matter any further. It is painful
to be denounced and attacked by
those who used of thine friendship
and trust to effort to pull you
down--but lessons must be accepted, learned, and your work
continued for Man ultimately answers for EACH, HIS OWN--just
naked Truth in confrontation between God and Self--there is no
more and no less and ‘tis Glory to
stand before God in radiance as he
tells you, “Well-done, child, you
are blessed in MY sight.” And so
it is, Dharma--for you are blessed
in His sight--the way of the world
is hard indeed but none walks
alone. So be it.
********
Let us return to the book, AMERICAN FREEDOM & ZIONIST
POWER.

about in a democracy whose Constitution was designed to ensure
that members of governmental
bodies would express and represent
the free will of a majority of the
people whole protecting the basic
constitutional rights of all. The
free will of the majority of the
electorate has been, it seems, more
often ignored than expressed or
more often frustrated than carried
out. The defeat and frustration of
America’s best interests is continually being initiated, aided and
abetted by special interest political
activists whose views are often
more representative of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) than of the broad
American body politic.
The
AIPAC is the chief Zionist lobby
registered in Washington, D.C. It
publishes the
and
sends it to all congressmen as well
as to many State Department and
White House staff members.
Former United States Senator J.
William Fulbright, who for many
years served on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, has stated
that during his tenure in office
there were no less than seventy
senators ready to vote the bidding
of the American Jewish community
on any given issue affecting Israel.
Understanding this inordinate and
skillful Jewish influence is basic to
an understanding of the American
political predicament.
There are
two principal reasons for ,this extraordinary influence. One reason
is the predominant role that Jewish
mythology has played in shaping
Western culture and religious
ethos.
The other reason is the
large role that Jewish money plays
in America’s interrelated economic
and political systems.

THE MAJORITY OF
SEVENTY

THE MYTHIC POWER

QUOTE:
IT IS CERTAINLY
LEGITIMATE to inquire further how the
extraordinary Jewish power .in
American politics could have come
3
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In his four ‘volume monumental
work, Z7ze
of God, Professor Joseph Campbell observed that
the primary purpose of popular religion is not, and never was, to
discover “Truth”, but to propagate
#4

philosophy
for
a sentimental
maintaining a unified social order
which would support the institutions of men. Since time immemorial, strong and widespread belief
in popular religions has been utilized by political leaders to rally
the common folk around some favored cause--be it the conquering
of territories or the establishment
of kingdoms.
History is replete
with examples of the use of religion for gaining political power.
Some of the more notorious examples have been the Judaic Kingdom
of David and the Holy Roman Empire.
In this age of scientific enlightenment, the art of manipulating
men’s minds has blossomed anew
with the establishment and expansion of the Zionist State of Israel.
In this enterprise Judaism has enjoyed the unique advantage which
antiquity provides, aided by an offreligion,
Christianity.
spring
America’s interest in Israel has
been
described
variously
as
“sentimental”
or
“emotional”.
Even Senator Fulbright, of scholarly fame, has expressed a willingness to commit this nation to a
holy war over Israel. From the
floor of the United States Senate
Senator Fulbright stated, “We have
a strong emotional interest in Israel
and, as I said in a speech in 1970,
I accept the validity of that interest
and would go so far as to base a
military commitment upon it.”
(Hatonn: Well, beloved readers,
the United States of America this
day has pronounced willingness to
annihilate your entire army of
troops and the whole of the Middle
East for this false and evil master
masquerading as God’s Chosen.
They are “chosen” but not of Holy
God and they are deceivers and
liars from the beginning and it is a
sad thing which Man is about to do
in the name of Satan, while calling
it the “Name of God.“) Senator
Fulbright was referring to his
speech entitled “Old Myths and
New Realities--II” which he delivered to the Senate on August 31,

1970. In that speech, the senator
said that the United States should
frankly recognize its “sentimental
and cultural bonds” with Israel.
The senator further stated that
“there is nothing wrong with a
policy based on sentimental attachments. ”
While on a trip
abroad, Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger
used
the
words
“emotional ties” in explaining
America’s support of Israel during
the 1973 Yom Kippur War.
The United States Constitution totally and emphatically rejects the
idea that American military commitment to Israel or any other nation can be constitutionally carried
out when based upon “emotional”
and “sentimental” interests; these
are mere substitute terms used to
soften and make more acceptable
the real reason for such commitment, namely,
affiliation with Judaism of a small but influential group of Americans. In
his farewell
address,
George
Washington urged all citizens to
observe good faith and justice towards all nations and noted that a
passionate attachment to another
nation, among other evils, facilitates the illusion of an imaginary
common interest in cases where no
real common interest exists. And
later, Woodrow Wilson warned the
Congress that only free people can
hold their purpose and their honor
to a common end, and prefer the
interests of mankind to any narrow
interest of their own. The present
theme of national support for
Zionism leaves the rationalist, who
feeIs no emotional ties to Israel,
stranded in a sea of irrationality.
He is stripped of constitutional
rights, taxed to support a theology
he rejects, faces the possibility of
being forced or drafted to fight a
religious war alien to his nature
and stands in social jeopardy of his
Somehow, the lessons of
peers.
the Crusades and a thousand other
years of holy wars have escaped
even this generation of enlightened
Americans.
4’
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It is clear that Judaism has benefited from the protective mentality
which shields an established or accepted religion from scientific or
intellectual criticism. This protective mentality has been especially
true in “Christian” America where
the child
is loathe to
criticize its parent,
Judaism in America has also gained
from the reluctance of Americans
to examine critically the beliefs and
actions of a people that has borne
an unusual amount of bias and
abuse,
for
whatever
reason,
through the centuries.
Sometimes the reluctance to speak
out against excessive Jewish political power stems from fearing the
defamatory label of “anti-Semitic”
which Jews readily and liberally
ascribe to anyone who would dare
question, investigate or otherwise
examine critically the practices of
Judaism, Zionism and Jewish exclusivism as these practices affect
This use of emotional
others.
blackmail has effectively deprived
many Americans of their First
Amendment rights of free speech
and free press. This subtle suppression of constitutional rights deserves exposure and the condemnation of all who cherish truth and
fairness.
The political exploitation of Judaism and the Bible is clearly illustrated in the 1976 presidential
campaign of Jimmy Carter. Mr.
Carter’s chief issues advisor, Stuart Eizenstat, who is Jewish, said
of Jimmy Carter: “...he sees Israel’s future as a moral and religious matter of deep personal concern. The Governor believes in
the Bible. He believes that Israel
is not just supposed to exist, but
that it must exist as a Jewish
State. ” Furthermore, Mr. Carter
was quoted ti telling a group of
Jewish leaders (note the selectivity
of audience) in Atlanta, Georgia
that, if elected president, his administration
would give Israel
“undeviating, unequivocal” support. In his evangelical quest for
#4

the most powerful office in the
land, if not the world, political
candidate Carter continued: “This
is not just a political statement. As
a Christian myself, I think that the
fulfillment of Israel, the coming of
that nation, is a fulfillment of Biblical prophecy. ” Someone must
tell Mr. Carter, before it is too
late, that religion or the fulfillment
of biblical prophecy is NOT a
proper concern of any United
States Government!
President Ford also allowed the use
of emotionalism conjured up by
biblical belief during his presidential campaign. Three days before
the election date, this writer received official President Ford
Committee
campaign
literature
citing a specific chapter and verse
from the Old Testament as a reason
for returning the president to office. The letter was addressed to
“Dear Fellow Christians” and began with the words, “I have urged
the President Ford Committee to
send you this material. Never before has the Bible believing Christian community played such a central role in a Presidential election.”
The letter was signed by “A.C.
Janney, D.D.”
The United States Supreme Court
declared in a 1971 decision that
“Political division along religious
lines was one of the principal evils
against which the First Amendment
was intended to protect. ” The appeal by political candidates and office holders for votes based along
the religious lines of their constituencies is a throwback to the
politics of the Dark Ages. In the
words of the historian Edward
Frank Humphrey, “Such an irresponsible and potentially dangerous
policy may win an election, but it
may also make the country ungovernable.”
Any candidate who
seeks political office in America on
a sectarian basis deserves not the
vote but the contempt of the people.
A president-elect

is required

to

swear an oath to defend the United
States Constitution. As president,
he is not permitted by the Constitution to take governmental measures in order to fulfill personal or
in
beliefs
biblical
popular
prophecy. (It is, therefore, unethical for a candidate to campaign on
that promise.) In the context of the
on-going Middle East Conflict it is
rather frightening to hear or read
presidential
of
a
contender
promising Jewish voters that, if
elected, he will conduct American
foreign policy in such a way as to
fulfill his or their private concept
of biblical belief. One can only
hope that Carter, as president, or
anyone else here or abroad, will
not feel the compulsion to push the
nuclear button in order to implement a private or popular interpretation of the ***biblical Battle of Armageddon! (Hatonn: Is it
possible that on this very day--that
has actually been placed into play?)
Strong popular belief in a mythical
prophecy may result in the self-fulfillment. ZIme magazine (October
4, 1976) states that a late Gallup
poll indicates that 40% of all
Americans “believe that the Bible
’ is to be taken literally.“’ From
an Associated Press dispatch Ihe
4, 1976) reported that, “Former Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan said
Carter’s ’ religious, almost messianic’ attitude toward Israel reflected the feelings of the American
people. ” Again, one can only be
thankful that Jimmy Carter was not
elected by a landslide as a result of
this evangelical crusade for The
White House.
The scene of presidential candidates Carter and Ford groveling
for Jewish support during their
second television debate was so
demoralizing and pathetic that zme
described it thus: “Ford and Carter
fell all over themselves in wooing
the Jewish vote by vowing all-out
support of Israel.”
reported
that “Jerusalem is relishing the
spectacle of both candidates trying
to outdo each other in public sup5.
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port for Israel.”
quoted Israel Foreign Minister Yigal Allon
(who had watched the TV spectacle
in New York) as saying, “I don’t
know if Ford or Carter won. All I
know is that Israel won.”
It is most certain that America did
not win that debate. On February
3, 1948, former Secretary of Defense James V. Forrestal spoke to
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., who
was then
worried
that the
Democrats might lose the election
to Tom Dewey if they did not
strongly support the Zionist position on partitioning Palestine. Secretary Forrestal pointedly told
Roosevelt it was “about time that
somebody should pay some consideration to whether we might lose
the United States.”
That was
twenty-nine years ago. (Hatonn:
now 43-years ago.) In the interim,
four Arab-Jewish wars have been
fought and tens of thousands of
precious lives lost--sacrificed at the
altars of ignorance and greed. A
substantial amount of this killing
and dying was paid for by billions
of dollars extracted from United
States taxpayers who have suffered
the ravages of run-away inflation
and oil shortages precipitated by a
short-sighted Middle East policy of
power-seeking politicians who refused to follow the advice of their
own Department of State. ,
Now (1977) the United States has
two-hundred technicians ih the
Sinai Desert stationed between the
Several American
combatants.
presidents have pronounced the
Middle East Conflict the gravest
threat to peace confronting the
world today. That conflict had its
inception with the rise of Zionism
and became a full-fledged war
upon the declaration of Israel as a
national ***unity. In the context.
of these facts, bne would have to
be out of touch with reality to suggest that Israel has not been a burden to the United States and the
world community.
The Israel-first policy followed by
#4

every American president since
Harry Truman, with the exception
of Eisenhower, is a policy of treason.
The television picture of
American sovereignty being held
hostage by a small pro-Zionist
clique which owes its first allegiance to a foreign nation is a debasing and scandalous
sight.
America needs no more such debates if the highlight of their greatest contention is to see which candidate can promise Israel the most.
David Ben-Gurion, the first prime
minister of Israel, is quoted as
saying, “A Jew is a Jew first; his
allegiance to the state of his abode
is the allegiance of a stranger in a
host country.”
Because of their
strong political support of Israel
most Jews of the world seem to be
pro-Zionists if not actual Zionists.
There are signs, however, that Israel’s appeal to world Jewry may
be declining.
Zionist Israel has historically based
her emotional appeal to various
countries to “Let my people go! ”
on the supposition that they would
flee to Israel from the alleged persecutions in their native lands.
Now that the record indicates that
most Jews who choose to leave
Russia are beginning to “flee” to
nations other than Israel, the Israeli
Zionists have decided to close the
emigration center in Austria and to
cut off economic assistance to
them--economic assistance given to
Israel by American taxpayers for
the specific purpose of helping
these Russian emigrants. The 94th
Congress passed Public Law 94330 (H.R. 12203 of June 30, 1976)
which granted $15,000,000 for assistance in the resettlement of
refugees from the Soviet Union
and other communist countries in
eastern Europe.
Most of these
refugees are Jews. (See also the
Vol.
75, p. 178.)
A New York News Service dispatch from Jerusalem reported that
“Up to 62 percent of the average

1,000 Soviet Jews granted visas for
Israel monthly have switched to
other countries during proceedings
in an Austrian reception center...”
The dispatch states that in an obvious move “to block these record
defections by Soviet Jewish emigres, Israel has decided to eliminate processing in Austria.. . . ”
(The reader should know that when
Austrian
Chancellor
Bruno
Kreisky, himself a Jew, threatened
to close down the center several
years ago, he was denounced by
Israeli Zionist as an “anti-Semitic”
Jew.) The dispatch concludes that
this decision by Israel “would, in
effect, prevent Jews leaving the
Soviet Union from choosing destinations other than Israel when they
arrive by train from Moscow.” It
is evident from this mean trick by
Israeli Zionists that their much
publicized and patronized concern
for other Jews is not strictly humanitarian. Israel needs more soldiers and settlers to occupy captured Arab lands that it has announced it will not relinquish
Russia represents the
peacefully.
best national prospect for a source
of recruits. But Israel has not hesitated to throw a stumbling-block
in the path of those emigrant Jews
from Russia who refuse to choose
Israel in their search for a better
(Data from the Austrian
land.
emigration center show that the
great majority of those who decide
against going to Israel come to the
United States.)
In spite of this
harsh turn by Israel, stubborn proZionists continue to lobby for
“unequivocal” support for the
Zionist state. The Congress should
demand that Israel return any
monies granted her for settlement
of refugees who decided to settle
elsewhere.
END QUOTING
SEGMENT

FOR

THIS

********
Thank you for your service and
you, readers, for your attention.
We honor the daring speakers of
+6
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Truth who have brought forth information only to be denounced
and mostly, now, end up quite
dead at the hands of your so-called
closest ally. God desires no more
martyrs, beloved children, and
honor will be given those who
dared so that your nation might
have and retain its freedoms under
your Constitution. How many are
worthy of that contribution of the
ultimate gift unto you for “no man
hath greater love than to lay down
his life for his brother.”
Salu, may you ponder these Truths
most carefully.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Cmdr.
UFF-IGFC
2124191

HATONN

TODAY’S WATCH
Salu, on this day God has given
unto us in which to make our
mark. Neither be “surprised” at
that which is told unto you by
those who do battle--why do you
believe anything they say?
Do
they have a history of telling you
truth? Oh, how so? This day a
new “surprise” was laid at your
in gleeful smugness.
doorstep
While all had you praying to whoever you ones pray unto--it is now
told unto you that the day and hour
of the war were set for weeks past
and “the peace talks were set as
subterfuge to distract the enemy
and were a ‘hoax’ by the allied
coalition to gain advantage!” This
comes from your own leaders so I
am not in joshing. So be it--for no
one was fooled except you of the
citizens who do the fighting and
dying and mourning.
Now they tell you that all is going
wonderfully well--and so it apWh$ do they count for
pears.
you? Over 5,000 enemies captured
and “single digit” for your side are
slain? Why do you believe the
false projectors? Is it true or is it
false--it matters not for it is what
will come and is planned that
#4

should be given your attention.

crossed the border.

At any rate, whatever happens in
Kuwait is gratis for the battle--to
be settled later. If you win Saddam would be out of Kuwait at any
counting. If Saddam wins he shall
march right back into Kuwait
which must now be rebuilt under
any circumstance. You ones who
have been reasoning maneuvers
from the couch in front of the television--what would do if you were
you in charge? Well, I think I
would mislead all of you all of the
time--because, as they openly tell
you--they are playing to Saddam
and his troops and rallying citizen
support for anything that comes.
You are being set up at this very
moment for the time when and if
the battle does not go well--“Well,
look how it ‘was’--how could we
suspect that - - -!” What would
you do? Let us play some war
games.

It doesn’t matter--you will be told
that which you are supposed to
hear in order to continue support
for your administration who is being ordered about right out of Tel
Aviv. Do you actually believe the
Israelis would watch centuries of
planning and working go down on
a “peace treaty”? Come now--they
are telling you this even on your
closed news.
THIS WAR
HASN’T EVEN YET BEGUN!
AND WORSE, ON THIS WONDROUS SUNDAY MORNING
WHILE
THE
SUN
HAS
TURNED TO BLOOD AS IT IS
CLOUDED BY THE SMOKE
FROM
CARBON
FIRES
(significant in its own right, dear
0nes)Y OU
PRAY
FOR
“VICTORY’‘--NO LONGER FOR
“PEACE”.
VICTORY
FOR
WHOM? WHO SHALL HAVE
VICTORY?
SATAN IS THE
ONLY ONE WHO SHALL EXPERIENCE
VICTORY
THROUGH
THESE
NEXT
HOURS, DAYS, MONTHS AND
THEN??
AH, BUT THERE
SHALL BE INDIVIDUAL VICTORIES AND AFTER THIS
CONFLAGRATION--MANY
WILL RETURN
TO THEIR
“NORMAL LIVES 11 CHANGED
AND
IN
SERVICE
UNTO
PEACE AND GOD FOR THEY
WILL HAVE WALKED IN THE
SHADOWS AND WILL HAVE
SEEN THE TRUTH OF IT. So
be it. Hold to your prayers and
Truth, beloved ones, do not
slacken your petitions for a skirmish does not a war make. Plead
for mercy and insight and reason
among men for there is no right in
war--only pain, death and loss.
Battle in anything other than absolute defense is not of Godness.
Support your loved ones in that
sector and ask special protection
under your heavenly banner that
you might again attain the glory
with which America began.

Next, I would most certainly have
taken in all this prior information-you can know by that which IS
known that you are either lied to
OR your military DID NOT hit the
fortified enforcements for there
were no mentions of mine-fields
nor burning oil trenches--AND
THERE ARE! In fact, the reason
that the allied coalition bombed
and set afire the Kuwaiti oil wells,
etc., was in an effort to stop oil
from pouring into the trenches-which WILL be encountered at
some point.
If I were the allies I would probably do the same as yours are doing--If I were Saddam, I would do
the same as he is doing. He is
rallying his terrorist friends and
rousing up support for the real encounters and the minute you march
across Kuwait and scatter your
own forces and use much of your
ammunition--I would be waiting,
complete dug in with everything at
ready to meet you--scattered and
short of supplies--the very same
circumstance in which Iraqi scldiers found themselves as you

Please do not slacken of your attention unto that which is happen7.
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ing domestically behind the shroud
of silence of a war in the media
playing.
How much are you
learning about your domestic conflicts and problems while the news
is 99% war disinformation? Your
entire government could be replaced and only a handful of citizens would be the wiser. What is
going on that will affect your lives
after this conflict? Since there are
few programs for post-war actions
outlaid for you and yet you know
that they lay plans far, far in advance--what do you think they
might have in mind for you next?
SHOES THAT PINCH
Dharma, I am sorry, chela, that
you understood not why I wrote on
the matter of A.S.S.K. other than
to respond to our correspondent. I
shall do that which has been demanded and you shall continue
with your work, please--this is
between Sanat Kumora, Sananda
and ASSK--it is not your problem
and the earlier you realize it the
better we shall all be for you readers for it has been demanded by
law that we inform you of the following.
A.S.S.K. has acquired a lawyer
and plans to bring suit against
Dharma and America West because
some readers still call and,“annoy”
and “cause undue expenses” in responding to calls asking for address and phone numbers where
you can get Survival information,
I believe the “Godliness” of this
attitude speaks for itself as a
world, by their own projections, is
in the pits of agony--but nonetheless, we shall ask again, that you
who know both refrain from
mentioning our name unto ASSK
for it annoys them greatly.
The problem seems to stem from a
perception that somehow profits
are being made from Sister’s work.
If Sister has been in Service unto
God--I would suggest that all such
work is God’s--Dharma makes no
claim
to
Truth
as HERS.
#4

isolated in their particular area of
the country. If you are interested
in meeting others in your region
who share in the Phoenix material,
write to America West giving us
permission
network and we will
connect you with others.

However, to set the record to
unmistakable right: The publisher
and these ones sat and find that
with all the expenses of publications, etc., expenses outweigh all
assets by well over $20,000 PER
MONTH!
Their lawyer did acknowledge that
we were obviously good business
people and seem to be “judgment
proof” so for you who wonder
about the feasibility of our instructions--take notice! I bring up these
two points because we have been
remanded to announce this information regarding the cease and desist with anything even remotely
mentioning A.S.S.K. in all writings and do hereby do so. I DO
HAVE A SUGGESTION TO ALL
WHO
READ
THIS,
ESPECIALLY THOSE OF YOU AT
A.S.S.K.:

00”

JU

It is indeed painful to long-time
friends to find who have been
workers for the dark brotherhood
in total ignorance. God overlooks
that which is done in ignorance,
however.
HE DOES NOT
OVERLOOK THAT WHICH IS
DONE IN DELIBERATE ATTACK ON THIS MISSION TO
BRING TRUTH UNTO A SICK
AND BATTERED PLANET AND
PEOPLE OF HIS LOVING CREATION. SO BE IT. Would the
revealing of the intent of one,
Donald Keyes, as one of the
founders of the United Nations one
World Global Controllers have
something to do with this attack?
So be it for the veils are going to
come off and ye who have hidden
behind those veils in ignorance or
intent shall be uncovered. And so
shall it be.

We continually receive phone calls
from those of you who are feeling
-8
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